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INTELLIGENCE
When we think of intelligence or smart people in the
academic arena, most people think of good grades and high
test scores in traditional school settings, acquired through
study and memorization. However, it has been argued that
there are in fact at least 7-8 different learning styles to
consider when measuring learning and overall intelligence.
Different cultures have different realities and orientations to
themselves and the world and it has been proven that
various people use different learning styles. Standardized
testing has become the bar and measure of overall
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intelligence and ability for the majority of
Academia and students in the Western
world but there has been a push
from high achieving, non
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traditional students to
challenge this notion.
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Whether it is the 19 year old
home schooled Masters
student or the award winning
performing arts, technical or STEM Charter or private
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school student, one thing is for certain, the implications of

ABOUT STEAM

education and learning are more than dynamic and worthy

EDUCATION TO

to be examined in the context of cultural orientation and
creative expression.

newsletter@steamteams.org
J.Dodd Jr. - Executive Director

STEM @
STEAM Teams has partnered with Dekalb
Dekalb Academy
of Technology &
Environment, also
known as DATE, is a
leading Charter school
in Dekalb County and
one of the few honing
STEM Certification

Jerone Dodd Jr (left) is

Academy of Technology & Environment to usher in a new
era of STEM courses. For Middle School, students entered

the Founder and Executive

Part of our job at
STEAM Teams is to

Academics, LLC. He is

Education) path will now have the chance to learn

not only find

also the CEO for Universal

advanced skills in fields such as Digital Media, 3D

interesting courses

Phoenix Group and an

Animation and Solar Energy. K through 4th graders will

and things to teach,

avid serial entrepreneur.

have Robotics classes, which focus on many of the

but to make the

fundamentals of robotics and engineering.

credentials. DATE's

lessons fun and

leadership continues

enjoyable. We have

to push the limits with

DATEPRODUCTIONS

a strong focus in

ambitious goals of

making sure that

becoming one of the

students have the

top 10 charter schools

opportunity to

in the nation. Headed

engage in hands on

since its inception by
Morehouse Alum, Dr.
Maury Wills, DATE
has taken a
progressive approach

Director for STEAM Teams

into the CTAE (Career Technical and Agricultural

projects in an
interactive
environment. We
want to challenge

3DANIMATIONINBLENDER

3D Animation is a
course offered to
6-8th graders as part
of DATE's CTAE Career
Path. We use the
industry standardard
software Blender for
the courses Intro to
Modeling and Shading
(6th Grade),
Intermediate
Modeling, Shading
and Lighting (7th

to engaging its

our students to go

students with a

above and beyond

plethora of STEM

what is expected

related programming.

and develop a

demonstrate their

passion for their

learning in Robotics

interests. We look

class by making a

forward to assisting

Presentation Board of

students reach their

the Rubber band

potential in various

propelled car.

STEM competitions
throughout the year.

4th Grade students

Grade) & Intro to 3D
Animation. STEAM
Teams is lucky to have
a talented Animation
Instructor in D'Andrea
Seabrook. Ms.
Seabrook is a local 3D
artist and illustrator,
originally from Slidell,
La. She graduated
from Savannah
College of Art and
Design UCC with two

B.F.As in Sequential
Art and Game
Development. When
she is not teaching,
she works at 4 Paws
pottery as an assisting
artist and is Editor of a
web comic/ graphic
novel called Kamikaze.
Her favorite animals
are otters. Her
favorite food is
anything spicy.
Students in the
Animation class are
learning about the
different Industries
connected to Animation
and getting to know the
Blender Software
(above).

Ms. Seabrook is a 3D
Animation Instructor at
DATE. She lends insight
into the importance of
extra-curricular activities
and how it helped shape
her education and career.
5th Grade students are
learning every position of a
production assembly within

EXTRAEXTRA
This time of year, students are being presented
with many opportunities to grow their
knowledge and experiences. From the Helen
Ruffin Reading Bowl, to Beta Club,
extracurriculars are abound. Many students,
however, may not know how these
opportunities affect them in the long run. It?s
sometimes hard for children to see long term
value when they?re constantly looking for
instant gratification. There is importance in
speaking to children about how extracurriculars
affect academic and athletic scholarships,
college admissions, resumes and portfolios.
Scholarships helped me avoid $100k of debt. I
wouldn?t have received those scholarships
without a combination of academically excelling
and extra curriculars. Everything has a path.
Pursuing graphic design and commercial arts in
high school led me to do things like compete in
Skills USA, become president of National
Technical Honor Society, be vice president of
Beta club, being part of the Jo Berg society and
win various academic rewards. All of these
things in turn lead to earning $100,000 in
scholarships. Without all of the activities I

the Digital Media class.
Here we see two
Students in the 7th Grade 3D
Animation course, Intermediate
Modeling, Shading and Lighting,
take on a challenge issued by
Headmaster, Dr. Wills, to see who
could model the best eagle. The
students in all animation classes
have become familiar with the
Blender platform and showed
increased competency in the
software and Animation concepts.

The 5th Grade

camermen and two news

Digital Media Class

anchors.

has quite a task in
front of them. Not
only must they learn

DIGITALMEDIA

Digital media and
educational software
participated in, I wouldn?t have had the money
programs have become
or the portfolio to get accepted and complete
integral to the school day
my BFA at Savannah College of Art and Design.
for the majority of
With all of my accomplishments in school, I was students in public schools
and are ubiquitous in
able to build an impressive resume/portfolio
and pay for school. Last week I was made aware higher education
that some of my students didn?t understand the institutions across the
affect that these things could have on their life. I United States. About
one-quarter of
implore all educators and parents to make sure
instructional materials in
to influence students to participate in as much
schools are now digital,
as possible. Help them to realize their potential not paper-based,
and also how extracurriculars can help.
according to 60 percent
of technology leaders
who participated in 2015
D'Andrea Seabrook
in the nationwide annual
Speak Up survey by the

ANDLEARNING
non-profit group Project
Tomorrow. Students in
elementary schools are
increasingly using tablets
and e-readers for reading
and math activities.
Students in middle and
high schools, are often
logging into classroom
management systems
(CMS) to find out the
week?s schedule, using
collaborative online
writing spaces to
complete team-based
assignments, uploading
book reports and slide
decks, watching videos
on-demand for particular

every position in a
production assembly
and produce the Date
News Network, they
must also produce

classes, and searching the
Internet for background
research. A growing
number of college
students are using digital
textbooks, participating
in ?blended? classes that
are part face-to-face and
part online, or are taking
fully online courses. In a
2015 survey by the
Babson Research Survey
Group, 28 percent of
enrolled students said
they had taken at least
one online course.

Source Link

their very own music
video.
The music video
will be educational
and involve a real
display of artistic
expression from the
students. Media can
be fun and used to
create positive and
lasting content. It
drives marketing and
is essential to any
organization one way
or another.
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A power outage can be a real test of resolve depending on how
long the outage lasts. It can be sudden or somewhat expected
due to storm forecasts. Either way, a power outage always
seems to be a major inconvenience to our everyday lives.
Without connection to the electrical grid we get a chance to
see just how dependent our lives are on electricity from the
utility. Everything from air conditioning and heat, to food
refrigeration, to lights and phone chargers ? we depend on
power to maintain our standard of living. Most major cities
and even small towns have sophisticated transmission
networks as well as communication systems to notify utility
service providers of when power has been interrupted. Of
course, an immediate call from a homeowner who has lost
power is an effective means of tracking outages. But what can
Children and young
adults should be
instructed on what to do
if a power outage occurs
while they are at home
by themselves or waiting
for a parent to arrive
home.
we do before, during, and after an outage to ensure that the
negative effects are minimized? Whether the forecast is
calling for storms next weekend or sunny skies there are some
things we should keep in our homes as a matter of smart
preparation. Each home should have a stock of the following
supplies:
-

Flashlights, LED Flashlights (use less battery power
and can last longer)
Batteries (for all of your flashlight)
Candles (must be burned using caution)
First aid kit (one should be kept in your car as well)
Bottled water
Manual can openers
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throughout the
southeast region.
He attended

-

Morehouse College
Emmanuel Kimathi

on an athletic

-

is a Licensed Solar

scholarship, and

Electrical Professional

also graduated

and is the Director of

from the

the Solar Science

Independent

Program with STEAM

Electrical

Teams. With over

Contractors (IEC) in

twelve years of

2012 with

experience in the

Journeyman and

electrical industry, he

Advanced Motor

-

has provided

Controls

-

curriculum based

certifications.

training on solar

Emmanuel is

power and electrical

passionate about

theory, in partnership

educating and

with Advanced Power

teaching his trade

& Energy. He

to others and

currently works as a

enjoys technical

Project Manager and

writing. He is also

Lead Electrician for a

a fictional writer,

Solar EPC Firm based

music producer,

in Alpharetta, GA.

and lifelong

Emmanuel has

practitioner of

overseen the

martial arts.

installation of over
10 MegaWatts of solar
power

Canned, bottled, and dried non perishable foods
(canned vegetables, preserves, jerky, dried nuts an
fruit)
A battery or solar powered radio (being able to
tune into emergency weather broadcasts and
updates is vital) Books, games, pencils and paper
(Keeping your family occupied with leisurely
things to do is important as it helps keep
everyone?s morale level)

In addition to having certain supplies here are a few tips
that you should consider before a power outage occurs:
-

-

Know how to manually release and open an
automatic garage door opener
Know where flashlights, batteries, candles,
lighters and matches are before the lights go out
Fill up your car?s gas tank if you know a storm is
coming
Keep phones charged
Be familiar with routes to the nearest hospital and
loved ones houses without the use of GPS

The first thing to do when a power outage occurs is to
STAY CALM! A bit of preparedness can offer you the
peace of mind and composure that will be necessary to
keep you and your family safe and sound. Most times
the utility company can offer a time frame for when
power will likely be restored. But when widespread
damage to utility lines happens, the time to getting
repairs can be indefinite ? and that can be worrying.
While this article focuses more on the occasional power
outage we should always be thinking of how to prepare
ourselves mentally, physically, and financially for the
worst. Battery back-up and generator systems are a
worthy investment and also require research and safe
handling procedures prior to use.

So will you start
preparing today? So the
next time the power
goes out in your home
or business ? a light
bulb comes on in your
head!
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Menfes Interactive

In the social world of dance, there are

created the first ever

personal and interpersonal

Augmented Reality Street

memory and

components to developing art. The

Dance App in 2013 called

kinesthetic

organization of dance into

awareness is a

choreography gives structure to how we

skill naturally

form dance on a thematic conceptual level. Choreography

learned studying

trains the body to perform difficult movements on cue and

dance. Each

the mind to develop creative material for music. However,

element sought

indigenous cultures create dance based on organic

out to be learned

expression and authentic perception of their cultural world

in dance will

view, using choreography secondarily.

prepare the mind
and body to learn
the moments
when a particular

Often times it can be difficult to view the world from
foreign perspectives, even in dance. Our life experiences

Music is the

Memphis Jookin AR

predecessor to

Dancer, which is still
I-Phone platforms.

force but by
choice. No matter

What dance concepts are we working on?

how many dance

These three questions will remain constant in the development of all

moves one

dance indefinitely.

creates without

Space is the catalyst for sound and movement to unite in the world of

music, there will

dance. Whether it be on a stage or during a campfire ritual, there is often

always be a
yearning to

Over time, one
can develop

questions in new places. For dancers, those questions are:

dance on rhythm

inspirational environments.

or a melody.

Through spatial, musical and kinesthetic learning styles, dance has the

Music accents the

opportunity to assists learners of all kinds with fitness, academics and

person to go viral on

motion that are

discipline.

Youtube and a Memphis

performed on the

Where will we dance? What will we listen to?
Daniel Price is the first

that take place

the President of Menfes

conjunction with
new dance moves.

throughout their artistic lifestyles. However, most professional dancers
often prefer adequate space for movement before needing artistically

Jookin Legend. He is also

automatically in

artists that also dance take spatial content into deep consideration

perform the

various motions

almost

a thematic setting intended by the dancer for the possible audience. Pure

shape who we are and every new experience raises similar

movement is the
most practical.

available on Android and

dance, not by

beat, bringing life

Interactive's Dance

and passion to a

Technology and the COO of

dance

Digital Dance Culture, LLC.

performance.
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STEAM Teams started in 2016 as an incubator
project within Universal Phoenix Group, LLC, a global
consulting firm involved in the Technology, Athletics,
Entertainment, Marketing and Educational verticals.
STEAM Teams Academics, LLC was founded in 2017
and involves industry professionals, educators,
community organizations and teacher and parent
committees. Our mission is to enable career
discovery in STEM fields through programming which
embraces a holisitc educational approach and aligns
with client and organizational standards and goals.
We seek to not only teach, but show the students we
are able to touch, the business side of various STEM
industries and encourage entrepreneurial pursuits as
well.

175 Carnegie Pl, Ste 109
Fayetteville, GA 30214
fax+1-770-790-0038
www.steamteams.org
info@steamteams.org
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